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Multidimensional relaxation-diffusion correlation (REDCO) NMR is an assumption-free method that measures how water is distributed within materials. Although highly informative, REDCO had never been used in clinical MRI applications because of the large amount of data it requires, leading to infeasible scan times. A recently suggested novel experimental design and processing framework, marginal distributions constrained optimization (MADCO), was used here to accelerate and improve the reconstruction of such MRI correlations. MADCO uses the 1D marginal distributions as a priori information, which provide powerful constraints when 2D spectra are reconstructed, while their estimation requires an order of magnitude less data than conventional 2D approaches. In this work we experimentally examined the impact the complexity of the correlation distribution has on the accuracy and robustness of the estimates. MADCO and a conventional method were compared using two T1−D phantoms that differ in the proximity of their peaks, leading to a relatively simple case as opposed to a more challenging one. The phantoms were used to vet the achievable data compression using MADCO under these conditions. MADCO required ~43 and ~30 less data than the conventional approach for the simple and complex spectra, respectively, making it potentially feasible for preclinical and even clinical applications.

1. Introduction

Properties such as T1 and T2 time constants, and diffusivity (D), are determined by the physical barriers and chemical environments of water residing within materials. Multidimensional NMR methods can be used to measure how these properties are correlated (e.g., T1−D, T1−T2), and from them identify and characterize microstructure-related water dynamics in many applications [1,2]. To obtain this information one has to solve an inverse problem — the Fredholm integral of the first kind [3]. In most 2D NMR applications, the part that relates the experimental and the measured variables (e.g., T1 and inversion time, t, or D and diffusion weighting, b, see Experimental) is called the kernel, and has an exponential form. In this case solving the Fredholm integral is reduced to a 2D inverse Laplace transform (ILT), which is a classic ill-conditioned problem [4]. Traditionally, acquiring large amounts of data are required to solve it. The most common and efficient 2D-ILT algorithm [5] is typically used in 2D NMR applications to compress the signal without losing useful information, revealing a redundancy in some basis representations.

Although multidimensional relaxation-diffusion correlation (REDCO) MRI methods have the potential to provide valuable biological information regarding the underlying microscopic structure of the tissue, preclinical and clinical applications are infeasible owing to long acquisition times. To migrate REDCO MRI methods to measure in vivo mean cell volume, cell types distribution, and water exchange between compartments and cells, the required number of MR acquisitions must be vastly reduced. Taking a step in this direction, compressed sensing was used as a more efficient data sampling strategy [6], able to achieve an acceleration factor of 4−10, depending on the complexity of the spectrum. This acceleration however, was not sufficient for preclinical and clinical MRI applications.

A novel experimental design and reconstruction framework that might achieve suitable compression was recently introduced [7]. The concept in this approach is to use the more accessible 1D information (e.g., T1 distribution) to enforce physical constraints on the multidimensional distribution. For example, given a 2D joint distribution of T1−D, the marginal distribution of D is simply the probability distribution of D averaging over all T1 values. This is...
typically calculated by summing or integrating the joint probability distribution over $T_1$. The 1D distributions therefore contain information regarding their joint distribution, which should be exploited [8]. This method, the marginal distribution constrained optimization (MADCO), reduces the amount of required data by selectively sampling the experimental parameters space. Following the above example, instead of sampling the entire experimental parameters space $(\tau, b)$ and from it estimate the 2D distribution $g(T_1, D)$ (Fig. 1A), using MADCO would only require sampling along $\tau$ and $b$ axes (i.e., 1D data), complemented with a small number of acquisitions in the 2D space (Fig. 1B). The 2D reconstruction would then have two steps: (1) estimate $g(T_1)$ and $g(D)$ from the 1D data, and then (2) use these 1D spectra to constrain the estimation of $g(T_1, D)$ from the remaining 2D data.

Using MADCO on simulated data revealed that the extent of achievable compression depends on the complexity of the estimated spectrum [7]. In this work we extend this investigation and experimentally examine the impact the complexity of the 2D spectra has on the accuracy and robustness of the estimates. Although the method is equally applicable to other types of multidimensional experiments, we compared MADCO and a conventional approach using two $T_1$-$D$ phantoms. Both phantoms have two peaks in the $T_1$-$D$ space, however they differ in the proximity of those peaks, leading to a relatively simple case as opposed to a more challenging one.

2. Experimental

Doped water and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Sigma-Aldrich, K value 29–32) were used to create two $T_1$–$D$ phantoms, phantom A and phantom B, each with two distinct peaks. Increasing PVP w/v concentration is negatively correlated with both the diffusivity and phantom B, each with two distinct peaks. Increasing PVP w/v concentration is negatively correlated with both the diffusivity and $T_1$, resulting in a range of $T_1$–$D$ values. Phantom A consisted of two solutions: (1) purified water with 0.5 mM gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist, Bayer, Germany), and (2) 35% w/v PVP purified water with 0.18 mM Magnevist. Phantom B consisted of two solutions: (1) 35% w/v PVP purified water with 0.18 mM Magnevist, and (2) 20% w/v PVP purified water with 0.5 mM Magnevist. The corresponding weighted geometric means (gm) of the relaxation times and diffusivities ($gmT_1, gmD$), as measured separately for each sample (see Methods) are shown in Fig. 3. Each solution was placed in a 4 mm NMR tube; these were then inserted together into a 15 mm NMR tube.

Images were collected on a 7 T Bruker wide-bore vertical magnet with an AVANCE III MRI spectrometer equipped with a Micro 2.5 microimaging probe. MRI data were acquired with an inversion recovery spin-echo diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging (IR–DWI–EPI) sequence, with an adiabatic $180^\circ$ inversion pulse applied before the standard spin-echo diffusion weighted sequence (Fig. 2). The full 2D experimental set had 40 diffusion gradient linear steps $(G)$ ranging from 0 to 900 mT/m, 38 inversion times $(\tau)$ with logarithmic temporal spacing ranging from 100 to 3000 ms, and an additional magnetization equilibrium scan with an inversion time of 10 s. Other acquisition parameters were diffusion gradient duration and separation of $\delta = 3$ ms and $\Delta = 15$ ms, respectively, leading to a $b$-value range of $0$–$6000$ s/mm$^2$ ($b = \gamma^2 \delta^2 G^2 (\Delta - \delta / 3)$, where $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio), TE = 50 ms, and TR = inversion time + 10 s. A single 5 mm axial slice with a matrix size and resolution of 64 x 64 and $0.2 \times 0.2$ mm$^2$, respectively, acquired with 2 averages and 4 segments. The experimental signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the full 2D experiment was $\sim 700$.

3. Methods

The following expression [3] describes the signal attenuation from 2D NMR experiments with separable $T_1$ and $D$ kernels:

$$M(\tau, b) = \int \int g(T_1, D) k_1(\tau, T_1) k_2(b, D) dT_1 dD.$$

(1)

Eq. (1) can be discretized on a grid with $N_{T_1} = N_D = 50$ values of $T_1$ and $D$, respectively, and have the general form of

$$M(\tau, b) = \sum_{n=1}^{N_{T_1}} \sum_{m=1}^{N_D} \mathbf{F}(T_{1,n}, D_m) \exp \left(-\frac{\tau}{T_{1,n}}\right) \exp(-bD_m).$$

(2)

while it is worth noting that for $T_1$-weighted measurements the fully recovered data are subtracted from the data set to remove signal offset. The matrices $K_1 = \exp(-\tau/T_{1,n})$ and $K_2 = \exp(-bD_m)$, and $F$ are discretized version of $k_1, k_2$, and $g$, respectively, and Eq. (2) can be written in matrix form as

$$M = K_1 F K_2^T.$$

(3)

As discussed earlier, Eq. (3) represents an ill-conditioned problem, i.e., a small change in $M$ may result in large variations in $F$. A standard approach to solving ill-conditioned problems is to regularize them. When the spectrum is expected to be smooth, $l_2$ regularization is appropriate [9]. However, in the case of the phantom, the $T_1$–$D$ space is comprised of discrete components, therefore making $l_2$ regularization a more suitable choice since it has many of the beneficial properties of $l_1$ regularization, but yields sparse models [10]. The regularized problem considered in this study was

$$F^{(a)} = \arg \min_{F \geq 0} \left( \|K_1 F K_2^T - M\|_2^2 + \alpha \|F\|_1^2 \right).$$

(4)
Fig. 3. $T_1$–$D$ phantom spectra reconstruction using the two methods. Results from phantom A and B presented in the top and bottom rows, respectively. Left to right: ground truth, conventional approach using the full data set, and MADCO. Ground truth ($gm\, T_1\, gm\, D$) peaks are: phantom A – $(0.33\, s, 2.0 \times 10^{-8}\, m^2/s), (1.05\, s, 7.90 \times 10^{-10}\, m^2/s)$, phantom B – $(0.44\, s, 1.23 \times 10^{-9}\, m^2/s), (1.05\, s, 7.93 \times 10^{-10}\, m^2/s)$.

where $\| \cdot \|_i$ are the $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ norms, for $i = 1, 2$, respectively. The regularization parameter, $\alpha$, was chosen based on the S-curve method [9], which uses the fit error, $\chi(\alpha) = \| K_1 F^{\alpha} K_2^T - M \|_2$. The regularization parameter was determined such that $d(log\chi)/d(log\alpha) = TOL$, with $TOL = 0.1$ [9].

Eq. (4) with the standard nonnegativity constraints represents the conventional approach to estimating 2D NMR spectra [5]. To vastly reduce the number of needed data points while conserving the accuracy of the estimates, the MADCO approach includes, in addition, the following inequality constraints when solving Eq. (4) [7]:

$$\left\| \sum_{n=1}^{N_T} F(T_1, D_n) - F(T_1) \right\|_2 < \sigma_1$$

(5)

and

$$\left\| \sum_{n=1}^{N_T} F(T_{1,n}, D) - F(D) \right\|_2 < \sigma_2.$$  

(6)

where in this work we set $\sigma_1 = \sigma_2$ as the standard deviation of the noise (as determined after complete signal decay) normalized by the unattenuated signal and $N_T$. These inequality constraints are in fact a relaxed version of the equality constraints that should be applied, since in an idealized system $\sum_{n=1}^{N_T} F(T_1, D_n) = F(T_1)$ and $\sum_{n=1}^{N_T} F(T_{1,n}, D) = F(D)$. Like the nonnegativity constraints, these also represent physical conditions that must be fulfilled – “conservation of mass” of the 2D probability distribution projected onto one of its axes – and can be applied in a similar manner. The advantage of using the constraints in Eqs. (5) and (6) is in the estimation of the marginal 1D distributions, $F(T_1)$ and $F(D)$, which requires only two 1D experiments, with substantially less data acquired. Using MADCO will be shown here to dramatically reduce the number of acquisitions required to estimate the 2D distribution, compared to the conventional approach.

Ground truth was established thanks to the spatially resolved acquired data. Imaging the PVP phantoms enabled separate analysis of each of the $T_1$–$D$ peaks in each of the phantoms. By selecting separate regions of interest (ROI) the signal attenuation from each peak was isolated, and solving Eq. (4) resulted in the spectra of single peak data (i.e., well-posed monoexponential). The 2D distributions obtained from these analyses were averaged according to their relative spin density and taken as the ground truth.

Performance of the proposed method was assessed by computing the difference between the estimated and ground truth distributions. The Jensen distance, which is a well-established method of measuring the divergence between two probability distributions [11], was used. This quantity is a metric, and is a symmetric version of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, bounded by 0 and 1, and defined for two distributions, $Q$ and $P$, as

$$d_{J}\!D = \sum_i \left[ \frac{P_i \ln(P_i)}{2} + Q_i \ln(Q_i) - \left( \frac{P_i + Q_i}{2} \right) \ln \left( \frac{P_i + Q_i}{2} \right) \right].$$

(7)

4. Results and discussion

The difference between the two phantoms, A and B, is in the difficulty to resolve their $T_1$–$D$ peaks. In phantom A (Ground Truth,
top row of Fig. 3), the peaks are more separated, with a ratio of the $T_1$ relaxation times and diffusivities of approximately 3.2 and 2.5, respectively. In the more challenging phantom B (Ground Truth, bottom row of Fig. 3), the ratio of the $T_1$ relaxation times and the diffusivities were approximately 2.4 and 1.5, respectively. The accuracy was tested with both phantoms, using the conventional approach with the full data, i.e., $N = 1520$ acquisitions, contrasted with using MADCO to obtain the spectra. In the latter case, the minimal number of acquisitions that resulted in an accurate $T_1-D$ spectrum reconstruction was used.

The $T_1-D$ distributions corresponding to phantom A are shown in the top row of Fig. 3. For this simpler phantom, the spectrum obtained using the conventional approach with the full data set was in good agreement with the ground truth, resulting in geometric mean peaks of $(0.31 \text{ s}, 2.07 \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, $(1.09 \text{ s}, 7.72 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, and a Jensen distance of 0.50. For the MADCO approach, a total of $N = 35$ acquisitions (a 1D $T_1$ experiment with 24 inversion times, a 1D diffusion experiment with 10 b-values, and a single 2D acquisition, similar to Fig. 1B) were sufficient to reconstruct an accurate $T_1-D$ distribution, with geometric mean peaks of $(0.34 \text{ s}, 1.88 \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, $(1.08 \text{ s}, 7.74 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, and a Jensen distance of 0.49 from the ground truth. In this case, using MADCO required ~43 less data than the conventional approach.

The results from the more demanding $T_1-D$ distribution (phantom B) are presented in the bottom row of Fig. 3. In this case the conventional approach proved to be less accurate than MADCO, even when the full data set was used, leading to geometric mean peaks of $(0.57 \text{ s}, 1.11 \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, $(1.22 \text{ s}, 7.05 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, and a Jensen distance of 0.69 from the ground truth. It is fair to assume that additional acquisitions would have improved the accuracy of the conventional approach. Because the full acquisition scan time was ~3 h, practical considerations limited the maximal number of acquisitions. Conversely, applying MADCO led to very good agreement with the ground truth distribution, resulting in geometric mean peaks of $(0.50 \text{ s}, 1.12 \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, $(1.03 \text{ s}, 7.82 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m}^2/\text{s})$, and a Jensen distance of 0.47, using only $N = 50$ acquisitions (a 1D $T_1$ experiment with 24 inversion times, a 1D diffusion experiment with 25 b-values, and a single 2D acquisition, see Fig. 1B). Since the conventional approach underperformed MADCO, it is difficult to establish the true acceleration factor in this case, although it is guaranteed to be greater than 1520/50 = 30.

Remarkably, once the marginal distributions are acquired, a single 2D data point is sufficient to reconstruct the 2D distribution. This result is counterintuitive, however, it is the relative simplicity of the 2D spectrum (two relatively well-separated, delta-function-like peaks) that allows for it. It was shown that when more complex peaks shapes are expected, numerous 2D acquisitions in conjunction with MADCO are required [7].

With the imaging parameters that were used in the phantom study, 35/50 acquisitions (for phantom A/B), corresponding to ~50/70 min in scan time, were sufficient for a complete and accurate $D-T_1$ distribution mapping using the proposed method. Although this is a phantom study, we intentionally used an IR-DWI–EPI pulse sequence, which can be directly translated to in vivo preclinical and clinical studies. It is worth noting that the currently applied gradients of up to 900 mT/m are not allowed in clinical applications. However, the maximal b-value of 6200 s/mm² is clinically feasible, and can be achieved by using longer diffusion gradient pulses. The repetition time in this study could have been reduced from 10 s to the widely used range in in vivo $T_1$ mapping applications of ~3 s [12], resulting in a total acquisition time of ~16/23 min. Further acceleration can be achieved by using a version of the Look-Locker acquisition [13].

5. Conclusion

The potential impact of this work is directed towards preclinical and clinical applications, where it would allow a comprehensive investigation of compartments and their exchange in a practicable time frame by using the MADCO method in conjunction with a variety of 2D MRI experiments, such as $D-T_2$ and $T_1-T_2$ correlation and $T_2-T_1$ and $D-D$ exchange studies. Currently invisible compartments and inaccessible biological processes that may be implicated in neuroplasticity and learning, in normal and abnormal development, and following disease or neurodegenerative conditions and injury. Furthermore, our work may be extended beyond 2D to higher dimensions since the main limitation of experimental time is now relaxed.
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